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Jack -N- Slide at St. Mark’s Hospital

AN 

COOLER!

What  do you do when you have a 9,000 lb. transformer that needs to be installed inside 
of a hospital?  You hire our Jack -N- Slide crew to bring it safely right down the halls!  

 
Along with Cache Valley Electric, we have been on site at St. Marks Hospital this past 
month updating their electrical system.  Several switch gear controls have been re-
placed, an old 13,000 lb. transformer was taken out, two V16 diesel generators were 
installed and, pictured here, you see the new 9,000 lb. transformer as it was brought in 
with our Hydraslide system right down the hallway of the hospital.  It was an extremely 
tight squeeze at times, but with the right equipment, will power, and a fair amount of 
muscle, the crew pulled it off flawlessly!  



MHT MINUTE
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DRUM ROLL PLEASE!!!  

MHT recently assisted with a large drum move.  The transport involved a vessel that is over 29’ high 
and 26’ wide….talk about a wide load!  Our Goldhofer modular platform trailer was perfect for the 
job as it allowed us to adjust the load throughout the entire move.  We were able to steer the trailer 
independently from the truck and also adjust the platform over asphalt, gravel, and varied eleva-
tions.  Additionally, an operator was placed at the back of the trailer to monitor all movements and 
keep the trailer level along the way.

Once inside the facility, there was a pipe rack that was just over 20 feet wide.  Due to the height of 
the drum on top of the trailer, it would not fit underneath the pipe rack.  When the trailer reached 
this point, we used the Grove GMK 7550 crane to lift the drum over the pipe rack, drive the truck 
under, and then place the drum back on the trailer.  The job was executed flawlessly!

A big shout out to our Goldhofer team and our project planner 
for making this a smooth move.



Mountain Crane Service provides a variety of crane services across the Intermoun-
tain West including plant shutdowns, steel, pre-cast panels, heating and cooling 
units, transformers, pools and hot tubs, demolition, windturbines, and bridge gird-
ers, to name a few.

Mountain Heavy Transport provides all heavy transport services including heavy 
haul, jack -n- slide, and platform trailers (Goldhofers).

Mountain Crane Service employees receive continual training through Operating 
Engineers Local 3 and have their CCO Certification.

Check out our website at www.MountainCrane.com for more information.

Utah’s Largest Crane Fleet
load charts for each of our cranes 

are available online at 
www.mountaincrane.com/fleet
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MAY GIVEAWAY
This month’s enter to win drawing is for an RTIC 45 Cool-
er.  RTIC Coolers is a leading direct to consumer retailer 
of premium rotomolded coolers & stainless steel tumblers. 
This mid size cooler makes a perfect multi purpose cooler.  
It can be carried by one person and keeps your food fresh 
and drinks ice cold!

PERFECT FOR 

MEMORIAL DAY 

CAMPING!
PERFECT FOR 

MEMORIAL DAY 

CAMPING!

ENTER TO WIN HERE!

http://mountaincrane.com/
http://www.mountaincrane.com/?page_id=14

